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RACE

editor’s note

Don't panic?
Quarantine is a scary word. It conjures up images of being locked in
to four walls, with no light, stale, recirculated air and no way of
escape (sounds like a B grade suspense movie). The fact you’re
quarantined means your situation’s tricky, for either yourself, others
or both. Most likely it's to do with illness and a possibility you’ve
tested positive, for something. Basically you're a potential risk so
you're on your own until further notice. This was written before the
UK went into lockdown. Please follow and heed the Government’s
advice and stay home.
It’s something from a dystopian sci-fi novel. But the above is quite true of
many an individual as I write. The only difference is the language; it’s not
quarantine but self-isolation, a descriptive term not to induce as much panic.
The coronavirus pandemic is the biggest thing of its type for a generation.
It's global, it’s right here and it’s right now. And forget all the
scaremongering and sensationalism; it’s happening: fact!
Some may be aware of my family situation. My daughter had an emergency
liver transplant in Jan 2019. She now lives day to day immunosuppressed. If
she spikes a temperature – and it’s a tiny threshold – that results in a hospital
trip. With what’s happening I can’t think of anything worse. Unfortunately, as
much as hospitals and the amazing people working there do great work,
they’re also establishments where ill people congregate. There stands a much
higher risk of my daughter getting a nasty virus having been admitted with
something more minor (as much as minor can be following a liver
transplant). As such my wife and I have made the decision to quarantine
ourselves, or self-isolate if you like.
Freedom of movement is what makes us as a race an interesting species.
Locking us down is therefore completely alien in concept. Even being able
to go to the local shops down the road; we all move freely, most of the
time without issue.
As stand up paddle boarders, self-isolation will hit hard if you're going
through it. Regardless of whether you’re seriously ill or only mildly
affected. I feel for you if this is your situation. Yet it’s definitely for the
greater good.
Living next to a wind swept, south coast beach was a conscious decision
on our part. Now, as events unfold, I’m more greatful than ever to be where
we are. This isn’t to rub people's faces in it – you make your own choices
accordingly. In general a location such as ours is much better for my
daughter than a hemmed in town or city.
If you’re stuck for SUP without access to water, and limited to restricted
movements then I get your frustrations. Hopefully SUPM can give some
respite and have you looking forward to better times on the brine. Finger’s
crossed the whole pandemic thing moves on quickly, for all our sakes.
Stay safe, keep your chin up, wash your hands and see you on the water soon...
NOTE:
British Canoeing has further revised its position and now strongly
recommends that all paddlesport activity should immediately cease
on rivers, waterways and coastal areas until further notice. This is in
line with government advice requiring people to stay at home,
except for very limited purposes, avoiding social gatherings and all
non-essential travel.
Tez Plavenieks, April 2020
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
Twitter: @tezwoz.
Instagram: @tez_plavenieks_sup_wind
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Amsterdam Photo: Morene Dekker
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“Why would you

STAND SIT?”

when you can

That’s one of the questions we used to get asked occasionally by canoe and
kayaking club committee members, says Andy McConkey of McConks SUP.
To say thank you to the paddlesport community
that has taken us to its heart, we’ve teamed up
with British Canoeing, the Paddler magazine and
SUP Mag UK to give away one of our premium
inflatable Standup Paddleboards.

“Can you give a quote for some paddleboards?”
Is the other question we get asked much more
regularly by club members, and sometimes
committee members. That used to be qualified
with statements like, “but I need to get the
committee to agree” or “don’t hold your breath.”

We’re giving away one superb SUP
package

But it seems that the tide is turning. We’ve had lots of
canoe clubs taking advantage of our pre-season
preorder prices and ordering fleets of inflatable
paddleboards from us this year. And clearly with less
resistance from committee members than previously.

One lucky entrant to the free prize draw will have a
choice between the 12’8 Go Explore (perfect for
touring and adventuring on flat and choppy water)
or 11’ Go X Wild (perfect for whitewater). See
opposite for entry. They also get to choose from
one of McConk’s premium 100% carbon paddles.

That’s obviously great news for us as a company –
and we’re flattered by the way the canoeing world
has taken McConks to its metaphorical bosom!
However, it’s also great news for the clubs. Standup
Paddleboards have been shown to attract new and
younger members to clubs. Partly because, let’s be
fair, SUP is fashionable at the moment. But it goes
way beyond that.

Choosing the right gear
To find out what type of paddleboard is the
ultimate for your size, ability, and paddling arena,
check out our new SUP selection Wizard @
https://mcconks.com/the-sup-selectionwizard/

SUPs are such as easy transition for nervous
newbies. No capsizing, no rolling, no decks to trap
you into the boat. These are all key skills that,
ultimately, new members will learn as they
progress into boats. However, just having the SUPs
will allow those nervous newbies to develop paddle
skills, water balance, and overcome their fears of
natural water.
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And, if you want don’t know whether you need a
one, two or three piece paddle, what type of
dihedral suits you best, or whether you need a
fibreglass or 100% carbon shaft, you can try out
our brand paddle selector @
https://mcconks.com/how-to-choose-a-suppaddle/
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Photos: Kathy Marston (http://www.kathymarstonyoga.com)

HOW TO ENTER
simply go to…
https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
win-a-fantastic-mcconks-sup-package/

Leave your name and email address and that’s it

GOOD LUCK!
Terms and conditions on competition entry page. No purchase necessary.
Photos: Jonathan Kivell (www.instagram.com/jonnyksup)
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INFO@OSHEASURF.COM
01758 613111
WWW.OSHEASURF.COM
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RYAN

JAMES
Ocean athlete

Interview: Sarah Elizabeth Thornely (Supjunkie)
Pics: Dave White Photography and Supjunkie
We thought it was time to write about one of the UK’s
favourite and most successful Stand Up Paddleboarders:
Ryan James. I probably first met Ryan in 2013 when I
started SUP racing – he was there, eating up the opposition
and continuously being on top of the podium. You tend to
notice people like that and in between the racing, I had
plenty of time to photograph and get to know him too.

It’s been an amazing journey for Ryan having taken up SUP
some eleven years ago. He’s lost count of the different
boards he has paddled on and seen a huge amount of R&D
on boards in that time. Let’s go back a little further and see
where his love of the ocean comes from.

11
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Second home

whilst he submerged himself in and around
those people who had paddled for years –
people like the great waterman Steve West,
who has since become a great friend.

Ryan learnt to swim aged four when his
parents wanted him to be safe in the water
and as soon as he found the sea, he knew
this was where he was meant to be. It felt
like a different world and became his
second home and since those early days,
Ryan has been involved in swimming,
triathlon and cycling at an elite level and
now SUP, Va’a, surf, outrigger canoe (both
one and six-man) and he also loves spear
fishing and free diving when he can.

To compliment SUP, Ryan now spends
many hours on and under the water, be it
in the outrigger six man, prone
paddleboarding or spear fishing. He just
wants to be out enjoying the water
whenever he can. Ryan believes SUP can
be restrictive and not the best fun in
certain conditions, so he switches it up
with all the other sports in his skill set.
These different sports keep him motivated
on the water rather than struggling with
just one focus.

Ryan has always been super competitive –
he's always pushed himself against others
– learning to swim he wanted to be the
first back from the float, the first to win
the distance and always faster, harder and
more extreme. He watched others too,
learning and understanding why they
were faster so he could eventually exploit
that and win. This explains so much about
the continued success he has had over the
last eleven years in SUP alone.

The outrigger canoeing came some nine
years ago and Ryan believes it was the best
thing he was ever introduced to all thanks to
Steve West. The one regret is that he didn’t
find it when he was younger! Again, he has
excelled in this and has been a great
encouragement to others, to love this sport
as much as he does.

The first SUP race was Windfest around
Brownsea Island where he raced against
his ‘brother from another mother’ – Pete
Holliday and all the crew who still paddle.
He was beaten by the age old pro, Jay
Manning.

Ryan has travelled the UK and
internationally to compete in SUP and OC
races but has many other races still on the
bucket list, particularly in the Pacific Ocean.

Favourite races?

Ryan took up SUP coaching about five years
after he started paddling – he had a good
solid background in coaching and training
in other sports that transferred easily to
SUP. He held back from coaching initially,

BaySUP, Celtic Cup and the Icon in the UK
and the PPG, M2M (Maui2Molokai) and
downwind series like The Doctor and 12
Towers in Australia which he still hopes to

compete in. There are so many races
worldwide that are on Ryan’s wish list and
he reckons he still has another 20 years of
SUP and OC racing in him, so plenty of
time yet.

How does Ryan still
motivate himself after all
these years of serious
competitive SUP racing?
Well, he still loves it with a passion, loves
the ocean and all the different sports on it
and under it and the beautiful turquoise
waters. Flat water doesn’t inspire Ryan
anymore – in his eyes it’s boring, flat and
unmotivating! The other motivation for
him are the inspirational people he has got
to know over time – true watermen like
Danny Ching and other paddlers who have
crossed the infamous Ka’iwi Channel
(Molokai Channel).

Training alone or with
friends?
Both – training on his own with specific
key sessions or with his brothers just to
smash it up and have a fun bump chasing
session. It seems this is the secret to
keeping it fresh.
Flexible working has allowed Ryan to train
well, being able to get out swimming when
most of us are still in bed in the morning
13
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and paddling in the evenings. Paddling in
the dark and winter training are not issues
for him. I’m sure we’ve all seen the GoPro
footage of Ryan out in the winter, so I asked
him what he would wear during that time.
He layers up with Bodyshell compression
wear and a t-shirt if it’s flat. If there’s texture
on the water, it will be an XCEL long john or
short sleeve summer suit. In his own words,
“Sorry, I’m weird – if I fall, I just get out quick
and the session then becomes harder so I
can warm myself back up again.”

I asked Ryan about his
involvement with BaySUP, a
club we are all familiar with.

Whilst most of us would be taking a break
at some time during the season, Ryan will
just ease down on the volume, change
sports and get lots of massage. After all
these years, he is still learning – ‘training
smarter now, not harder’. Ryan feels he
gets more gains by learning about the
water. His wins and successes last year
came off very little training, just spending
time on the ocean learning how to take
advantage of all her energy for free!

Being a paddler at this level, Ryan has
gained some good sponsors over the years.
It’s something that many of those on the
SUP racing scene would aspire to, so he
feels incredibly grateful. Starboard have
been unwavering in their support for years,
even when Ryan moved away from them
for a couple of seasons, moving over to
Mistral with Steve West, to work for the
brand and assist with R&D, which he
believes was an amazing experience.
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Whilst being incredibly modest and not
wanting to admit to being instrumental in
the club’s set-up, he was there from the
very early days. He was in his own words,
“A very silent chairman for a year to help
keep the club alive” but gives most credit
to Nick Watt, who he believes is the soul of
the club and should take all the credit.

Follow Ryan on Instagram
@ryan_james_ocean_athlete
He’s now back with Starboard. He believes
that Elliot Brown Watches have a great
understanding and support of ocean
athletes, EXCEL Wetsuits keep him warm
and Bodyshell UK supply him with
compression wear. Moonshine Eyewear for
re-cycled sunglasses, Ocean Specific for
gear and paddles and Physio Fitness for
keeping his body together. ZRE Paddles

have supported Ryan from the very first
time he placed a paddle in the ocean.
Precision Hydration are there for race and
training hydration. Hydro Flask provide him
with sustainable bottles and Black Project
Fins keep him ‘straight’ on the water.

where it’s at for him for most of the news
but especially from Supracer and Ocean
Paddler TV.

Last question from us –
favourite snack (healthy or
otherwise)?

I asked Ryan if he had
enjoyed the GBSUP National
Series over the last few years?

Marks & Spencer’s chocolate wheel biscuits
– two packets a week! We think he deserves
those…

He’s really enjoyed it and feels the events
have been a great success. Typically, Ryan
wants more ocean racing and downwind
events to take the paddlers away from
‘their flatwater comfort zone’. He’ll be back
for the GBSUP 2020 Ocean Series and will
be racing the OC1 and OC6 too.

Ryan James is more than a #supjunkie, he’s
a true ocean junkie with great skills in
many different watersports and because of
his extensive knowledge, makes a superb
coach. It's been a pleasure to discover more
about him and we look forward to many
more years of watching him compete – 20
apparently – sorry to all those young bucks
who might be wishing he’d retire – it’s just
not happening!

Apart from SUPM (and Supjunkie!), we
asked Ryan what his favourite online
platforms were – Instagram is usually
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oceanspecific
oceanspecificsup
www.oceanspecific.com
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The ‘Dam

Morene Dekker’s Amsterdam

Words: Morene Dekker
Pics: Björn Nehrhoff von Holdenberg
As many people might know already Holland is a country filled
with water, a shoreline along the country, lakes, rivers and many
canals to wander through on a paddleboard. One of the best
places to go out for a paddle is Amsterdam. Famous for its
beautiful canals and bridges. Even better, it’s located in the
centre of Europe and super easy to reach for a weekend of some
party, culture and at least one SUP tour in the city!
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M&M SUP

have a sup location at the IJburg City Beach
located at the IJ-lake.

Since 2011 pioneer Morene
Dekker, founder of M&M
SUP Amsterdam has been
taking people out for SUP
classes and tours in
Amsterdam and surrounding areas. Morene
started paddling herself in 2009 and as she
was the first to paddle around in
Amsterdam, many people on the shore
asked her where they could learn SUP and
join tours to experience the Dutch
waterways in this unique and active way.

This is a 10-minute tram ride or 25-minute
bike ride from the centre. The IJ lake is a
huge inland fresh water lake the size of
260km2. From the IJburg beach it’s an
option to paddle to Durgerdam or
Muidercastle, which are both very beautiful
and actually must see places if you have
the time to book another tour next to the
city tour. Of course for some of these tours,
experience is required as they might adjust
routes due to weather circumstances.

As there was no place to rent a paddle board
or learn this accessible new sport, the idea
was born and in 2011 M&M SUP was
founded – offering SUP beginner classes,
sup yoga and organising sup tours. Within a
couple of years, people discovered SUP and
Amsterdam became one of the most fun
cities to paddle. Amsterdam is well
protected from wind, hardly any current and
the only chop you may experience is from
passing boats on a busy summer’s day.

Happy paddlers
Over the years, M&M SUP has run many
paddles for people from all around the
world. Some clients actually book a short
layover to be able to paddle the Amsterdam
canals as it is checklist material for most
experienced paddlers. M&M SUP

Though initially meant for cargo, it is since the late
60s that tourists are enjoying the most original
way to experience the city.

Amsterdam
Amsterdam has always been known and
famous for her waterways. Though initially
meant for cargo, it is since the late 60s that
tourists are enjoying the most original way
to experience the city. By boat, water bike or
in a canoe or kayak. Nowadays you can also
experience the beautiful city by SUP all year
round! What makes it most fun is that it is a
small city but has so many canals that you
could paddle around all day long without
passing the same canal or bridge, and if you
do, you probably wouldn’t even notice.
During a paddle tour with M&M SUP in
Amsterdam, you will pass many highlights
on the canals such as, Skinny Bridge, Seven
Bridges, Amstel River, Maritime Museum,
the Amsterdam replica ship, De Gooyer
windmill, Old Church and the Red Light
district could be an option for a paddle tour.
If you have never paddled before do not
worry, the great team of instructors always
include a small tour into a beginner lesson
to make sure you always get to see some of
Amsterdam’s highlights.

Paddle season in Holland
The best season to go paddleboarding in
Holland is April till October, however, for an
experienced paddler, autumn and winter
can be stunning as the canals and the city
itself are quiet. During the season, M&M
SUP has a location based in Amsterdam
centre, 100 metres next to an original
windmill and for those who are more into
open water and outdoor paddles, they also
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Amsterdam has taken many people from the UK as well, like Helen
Matthews, an experienced paddleboarder and founder of ‘SUP with
us’ whom booked a tour with M&M SUP when she was visiting
Amsterdam for the weekend.
Helen said, “I decided to book a tour with Morene as the canals
looked quite complicated, and as a fellow SUP instructor, I know
how important it is to know your route and any safety issues there
may be and I wanted to get the most out of my paddle. Best
decision! Morene showed me around the beautiful city and its
famous landmarks. I had a great morning on the water and can't
wait to come back again!”
In November Damian Shepherd from London came over just for a
morning paddle session. He had a day off and tickets were cheap.
“I have been wanting to come over to paddle in Amsterdam for a
long time but could never make it. I live ten minutes from Luton
airport and when I saw tickets were only £30 I contacted Morene
set up a date and time for a private paddle tour, packed my
drysuit and boots and flew over for the day in November. It ended
up as the best decision ever. We had the most beautiful winter
weather, no wind, blue skies and as it was a weekday, we had the
canals to ourselves. Having paddleboarded all over the world, I can
honestly say paddleboarding the Amsterdam canals has been a
favourite. Definitely the best way to see the city and it gives you a
whole different perspective on Amsterdam,” Damian said.

More info
www.mm-sup.com
instagram: @mmsupamsterdam
facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MMSUP/
Call +31(0)6 2120 2222
Mail morene@mm-sup.com
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Stephan

Lefevre

Redwoodpaddle’s UK agent

Words: SUPM
Pics: Bertrand Pommier
A previous SUPM equipment test team member Stephan Lefevre joined the
Redwoodpaddle team a while back as their UK agent. A bonus being French,
as it means Steph has command of both languages, we caught up with him
to see what’s been going down.
When did you join RWP and what appealed about the brand?
I joined the Redwoodpaddle team in two stages; it all first started in September 2017 after a skype meeting
with Chris Defrance the shaper and owner at Redwoodpaddle and Rory Merry who at the time was looking
after the UK market from the RWP HQ in Perpignan. We talked about the test we had done back when I was
testing board for SUP Mag UK, I was curious to know if it had brought more attention to the brand from a UK
market perspective but also curious of their presence in UK. One conversation led to another, the outcome
was that having someone in UK on the ground would help promoting the brand and allow for people to see
and demo boards.
From the early stage of paddle boarding I really could see the potential it had but never took the lip of faith to
do something about it, being involved with an existing brand like Redwoodpaddle was a good way for me to
make that change. I certainly was really impressed about the boards we had on test, the shape, the built
quality, the finish was really up to high standard and I really like the way they ride, in fact I ended up
keeping both test boards for myself, so being offered to be involved was a no brainer.
I knew that Chris was shaping and developing his boards in-house, rather than taking readymade shapes
from a factory and just brand as his own. The RWP model to sell direct ‘shaper to surfer’ meant that he had
complete control over his business, and was in a strong position to offer a premium product at a very
competitive price, it certainly was a proven model in France and Spain, all was needed was more local
presence for the UK market!
Naturally being French and based in UK helped to build that bridge. To start with, Chris suggested that I came
on board as what you could call an ambassador to help Rory, supporting customers who wanted to test or just
have a look at the boards and basically help build the brand presence in UK. It fitted me perfect, I was getting
on very well with Rory and Chris and the rest of the team plus it allowed me to get a few toys to play with too.
Then back end of November 2018, Rory left RWP for a new adventure, they asked me if I was interested to get
even more involved, the opportunity was too good for me to be missed and naturally I said yes, I knew the
range well by then so it was a win-win situation for both sides I guess. I met up with Chris and most of the
RWP team in December 18 at the Paris Boat show on their stand, a good way to bond and meet all of them
face to face. From there we discussed and agreed I would act as the UK agent, helping with all English
speaking enquiries. Since then my name is on the redwoodpaddle.com web home page as the main contact
for English speaking enquiries and I do my best to help where I can.
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Everyone at RWP comes
from a watersport
background, whether it is
surfing, windsurfing,
kitesurfing or even skate
and snowboarding.
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What’s your role within RWP and what are your
responsibilities?
Mainly deal with UK business, but also help with English speaking
enquiries from across Europe since we have customers all over Europe and
English is still the main language of choice. I occasionally help with
translations for the website and make sure we get some gear tested in the
UK SUP magazines of course. I try to have an active presence on social
media, let people try the boards I have in UK, I would like to do more
demos but don’t always have the budget or the time sadly. There is no
pressure, no real target, it also needs to stay a fun thing for me and keep
feeding my passion for the ocean and the watersports I always loved
doing, I’m happy for it to grow organically but with time.

Are there any other areas of RWP you’re involved with?
R&D for instance?
I don’t really have much involvement with R&D, something I’d love to do
more, we may sometime during a phone conversation discuss about
various details, but to be honest pretty much every time Chris and Greg
(Chris ‘right hand man’ at RWP in Perpignan) have already have thought of
it, they are very switched on. Chris has been shaping surfboards since he
was 18, they certainly know what they are doing.
Everyone at RWP comes from a watersport background, whether it is surfing,
windsurfing, kitesurfing or even skate and snowboarding. They also work
with many people around them, and feed from existing team riders and long
term customers, some are top riders who give them
back the best feedback you can get to develop
and refine future boards, paddles and even
accessories. Selling direct does have the advantage
to be close to your customers too.

Do you get to see/test RWP prototypes
before they hit the market?
Things change very quickly and sometimes what I think is
coming out changed again before production. Being away in
UK does make it more complicated for me to test than if I
was in Perpignan for sure, all the testing is often done at HQ.

What about RWP kit in general? Are you
carrying all products or just some?
Not all products, obviously it would be great, but we are
still only really starting to build things up so with time will
see. I mostly try to keep what I think is more likely to work
for the UK market and what I want to use too. But I do
have to keep in mind that some of the boards coming here
need to be accessible to all for demo.

How does it work in terms of being
remote and not in the RWP office?
It certainly would help to be at the RWP office more
often, but it is equally important for me to be based in UK
and meet and talk to potential customers and riders face
to face. That is what was missing at RWP originally for
the UK market and why I joined the team.

Do you head across the Channel for
catch ups and such?
I’d love to do it more, but I have other
commitments, we met at the Paris boat show for
the last two years, probably will do it again this
year, with time I’m hoping it will increase off
course.
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Tell us about RWP’s most
popular piece of equipment and
why you think that is?
The Source is a very successful shape,
either in Wood Paulownia or in the Pro
carbon version, it is a pure surf shape that
has been working for some years now it
had some occasional tweaks over the years,
but it’s a proven shape and it really works.
The Phenix Ltd our all-round surf/flat board
shape, often used as a step up from ISUP,
suitable for flat water but also a good entry
level SUP surfing board.

I love spending time on the water and sharing the
stoke with others, and don’t want that to be taken
away
Has becoming involved with a
SUP brand meant more time on
the water?

spread the word, which is great. Long term I
will have to spend a little more on advertising
maybe and spend time at events.

More time on the water on SUP yes maybe,
I’m more inclined to find a wave to surf
nowadays than maybe going out
windsurfing. Originally SUP was meant to
be something to fit in on a non-windy day
when I couldn’t windsurf, now it probably is
the opposite.

How would you like to see your
role at RWP develop moving
forwards?
In my dream, it would be great for it to be
my main and only job, the same way
Redwoodpaddle Spain and Portugal are
setup for example. I love spending time on
the water and sharing the stoke with others,
and don’t want that to be taken away.

What’s your fave piece of RWP
kit at the moment and why?
My longboard nose rider, the RWP Spoon
10’, I love that board, it is a performance
nose rider long board shape, very thin rails,
a thin pin tail and low volume for the length
but such a great board to ride with tons of
glide and fun to throw around in bottom
and top turns even for that length. I love
the feel of longboard riding I think it is
what’s paddle surfing is all about.

What’s your opinion on the UK
SUP market currently?
Like in Europe, the inflatable market has
gone viral, everyone seems to want to buy
one for the summer weekends, equally
everyone is having a go at selling them,
which drives prices and quality down,
possibly inevitable due to the accessibility
and simplicity of SUP. Sometimes if feels
like paddle boards have become the new
trampoline of 15 years ago, when everyone
was importing them from China and selling
them on eBay. That said, it is one way to
get people hooked to the sport and to move
on to better gear.

How do you go about marketing
the RWP in the UK?
On very a limited budget, mainly social
media and occasionally board test in my
fave magazine! I have friends who bought
RWP boards from me that are happy to
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The Funbox Pro V 14’ race boards with a
double chamber have sold out in no time,
they are getting closer and closer to rigid
Race boards in performance, especially the
2020 model with the new woven dropstitch
fusion double layer construction, which has
improved the board rigidity and reduced
the weight down even further, they are off
course a lot easier to store and travel with.
We rarely run end of year promotions or
deals, we don’t have to.

And what about PWRfoil – the
new subsidiary brand from
RWP. What’s that all about?
PWRfoil, is a project that Chris and Greg
have been working on for over two years
now. The PWRfoil is an electric foil or E-foil
developed internally at the RWP HQ in
partnership with an engineer, Stephane
Chollet, and a local university in the south
of France. Basically it is a surf-foil board
that flies over the water, propelled by an
electric engine via a wireless remote
control. No need to wait for the perfect
wave or wind, press the remote gently to
build speed and you are literally flying on
the foil over the water.
One of the main aspects about our PWRfoil
is reliability and accessibility, which is why
it has been taking a long time to be ready.
Chris and his team want to deliver a
durable and sound solution to keep riders
safe and happy. We are the only E-foil with
a kill switch leash for example.
And PWRfoil is now more than just the
electric foil, everything with a foil is now
under the PWRfoil branding rather than
Redwoodpaddle, this includes: a new SUP
and SURF carbon foil with various front
wing and stab sizes, a range of SUP foil and
SURF foil boards and finally the latest
craze, the Eagle Wingfoil for windy days, all
coming out very soon.

Getting much interest in terms
of foils and foiling?

Final thoughts on RWP or SUP
in general?

Recently yes, we already have a waiting list
building up for the PWRfoil Electric Foil, and
everyone is talking about the new wing foils,
which I believe will bring more people into
surf foiling with time. Surf (SUP) foiling is still
very much a niche market, it may not need a
perfect swell to get going but it isn’t
something you can do in the middle of busy
line up. Location and respect of the others on
the water is key, plus it needs more skill to
get good at than just paddling on flat water.

Paddle boarding is a great way to spend
sometime in the outdoors, it has a great
social scene, whether it is on the flat on
rivers or lakes or on a good swell day in the
ocean, you can see it on people’s faces, it is
addictive. It is part adrenaline, part serenity.
Gliding on the water is very rewarding, even
more if you are pushed by a wave. At
Redwoodpaddle we are in constant motion
to offer SUP boards for all disciplines, with
original shapes and innovative materials
where we can. The ongoing success of
RedwoodPaddle is fuelled by our passion for
board sports and the ocean, we don’t just
make boards we use them every day too.

Do you think it’s the future of
watersports in general?
It certainly looks like it’s becoming one part
of the future of watersports in general, you
now see more people foiling on a kite or
windsurf foil boards and more recently on a
SUP foil boards with a wingfoil.

Thanks and praise?
Big thanks to Chris, Greg and Rory at RWP
for trusting me and taking me on board, to
Tez for encouraging me getting involved but
also for being a good example on the water
right from the start. My friends who know
who they are for sharing my passion and
sometime spreading the RWP love! And my
little family with who I l love spending time
on the water and for supporting me.

What’s the biggest bit of feedback
you’d give to any budding stand
up paddler and why?
Remember to have fun, respect others and
the element you are playing in! Paddle
boarding is very easy to get into, but you are
playing in an ever-changing environment,
make sure to know your limits! Have more
fun and see you on the water.
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(SUP)

Doctor’s
note
Words: Bob Wood, Chartered Physiotherapist
www.physical-solutions.co.uk
Pics: SUPM
There is a common behavioural trait in that if
you’re keen on something, for some reason
you want other folks to be keen on it as well.
Holidays… “You’d love Botswana.” Restaurants… “Their squid is
divine, promise me you will go.” Shoes… “They are hand
stitched coconut husk eco loafers, here’s the website.” Then
there are hobbies. I love the word hobby; it’s slightly dusty,
smells of wood glue, enamel paint, and bar heaters down the
village hall. Things that are really hobbies will try and
masquerade as pastimes, activities and sports… but we all
know they are hobbies. When you stop flirting with a hobby
and finally commit to it you become what is known as an
‘enthusiast’. This is all well and good, but the problem with
enthusiasts is their enthusiasm. Or more precisely their
‘infectious enthusiasm’. Let me explain.
I am a self-confessed SUP enthusiast and have nurtured SUP as
one of my collection of official hobbies. You know when a
hobby becomes official when you find yourself putting it on
your CV. I am also a physiotherapist with professional interests
in rehabilitation and public health and fitness. Try as I might, I
can’t seem to stop SUP cropping up within my work. That’s the
nature of enthusiasm. In my case it manifests itself as a
frequent, and sometimes obsessively persuasive,
recommendation that folks take up SUP.
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Reviewing the evidence

It’s perfectly acceptable to do the
recommending thing in post office
queues, or at social gatherings, because it
is just conversation, chit-chat and banter...
but the exact same conversation takes on
a different meaning if it happens in the
clinic. It then becomes a professional
recommendation based upon an
assessment and interpretation of the
clients clinical and health related status.
These folks have sought my advice and it
is my job to give them the best I can.

I decided that I couldn’t go on
recommending SUP as exercise elixir
without at least trying to review the
evidence base behind it’s physiological
and physical effects on it’s participants
well-being. It was time to hit up the
research. Not surprisingly the historical
published research back catalogue on SUP
is somewhat scant. That doesn’t mean
what is out there isn’t any good, because
there are some great people producing
useful and practical research… it’s just that
there isn’t a lot of it when compared with
other sports.

That’s when I get a bit twitchy because
even though I know ‘movement is
medicine’ I also know that good medicine
is under-pinned by evidence. Here I am
recommending paddle boarding as a
positive influence on the management of
low back pain, cardio-vascular care,
mental health, balance, strength and all
round physicality, but how do I really
know that it is an effective choice?

With that in mind, the process of
conducting a research review spurred me
on to make my own contribution to the
database, and I went on to conduct my
own survey into the incidence and
patterns of delayed onset muscle soreness
in paddle boarding.

You can find my research review here:
www.physical-solutions.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2019/07/SUP-researchreview.pdf

That thought had been stewing for a while
but reached a critical point when
somebody asked me what my own
hobbies where. I listed paddle boarding as
one of them, and was met with a common
reply... “That’s good for your core isn’t it?”
Is it? It has definitely become an accepted
assumption because here is someone who
doesn’t even paddle board confirming a
defined health benefit of participation. But
is it good for your core?
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If you want to drill down into the
references and data then please take a
look at the above. Otherwise here is the
truth about the physicality of SUP in a
condensed version.
l
So is it good for ‘core’? By core we are
talking the trunk and abdominal
muscles, front side and back. It turns
out that it is, but there is a slight
caveat. Unsurprisingly, if you are to
produce the muscular workloads that
can result in strength adaptation
changes in the trunk... you have to
paddle hard. Low intensity paddling is
no more demanding than
walking or jogging when it
come to trunk muscle
activation.

l

l

Is it good for trunk muscle
endurance? Yup it certainly is. Plank
hold times, and trunk strength holds
against time show improvements in
folks who take up SUP. It has to be
regular paddling over a number of
weeks though… but it would, you get
nothing for free in physical training.
Are there other specific muscle
groups that benefit? EMG studies and
my own DOMS study point to the same
suspects. Paddle boarding produces
high outputs and activity within the
pecs, anterior deltoid and abdominals
up front, and the trapezius, posterior
deltoid and low back para-vertebrals
out back. This is particularly good news
if you have a bad back. Extensively
researched public health guidelines on
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back pain management make one
thing crystal clear… exercise is the most
effective form of intervention. Better
than manipulation, massage, electrotherapy, needles, taping, tablets and
hanging upside down like a bat. The
problem is that the researchers know
that exercise works, but they don't
know what exercise works best. I don't
think that matters, but I am confident
that the current evidence suggests that
SUP is a good choice.
Does it shift calories? Well obviously it
does, but more pertinently does it
match the energy expenditure of other
popular exercise alternatives... i.e.
cycling, swimming,
running. Turns
out it does – in
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fact scarily so! Very similar numbers for
what the researchers describe as
moderate intensity paddling. However,
there may be a wee trick of the training
trade going on here. The key is the
phrase ‘moderate intensity’. If you are a
‘fitness’ paddler then you intuitively
know that a sight seeing drift down the
local creek is not going to challenge you.
Likewise smashing it as hard as you can
will see you blowing up into a dribbling
mess after 15 minutes max. Intuitively
you will drop into what your current level
of fitness senses is ‘moderate intensity’…
sustainable but challenging. It would be
similar for cycling, swimming and
running, hence the similar numbers.
Don't worry though because this is a

good thing as you now have another
choice and less excuses to get out there
and shift some calories.
Is it heart healthy? I guess by that we
are asking if SUP can contribute to
cardiac exercise and health. I have put
together quite a lot of cardiac output
data in the research write up but it
would be fair to say that most of this
data concerns higher intensity and
competitive paddlers. Not surprisingly
their data is on the upper end of the
spectrum and stacks up similar against
other endurance sports. The bottom line
is that you get back what you put
in when it comes to cardiac
demand and training. I cannot
say that SUP is any more

l

•

demanding, or efficient, or targeted
than your other activities. What I can
say is that flat water paddling is self
limiting in terms of intensity, time and
‘comfort’, and therefore can be justified
as an activity to develop progressive
cardiac demand even in folks coming
from a poor fitness base, or with a
relevant cardiac history.
What about aerobic fitness? We are
talking improved gaseous exchange,
oxygen uptake, VO2max, lactate
thresholds and blowing into tubes and
stuff. Sort of faster, fitter, stronger,

Extensively researched public health guidelines on back pain management
make one thing crystal clear… exercise is the most effective form of
intervention. Better than manipulation, massage, electro-therapy, needles,
taping, tablets and hanging upside down like a bat.
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longer, but with blood tests as well. The
evidence suggests that SUP is an
effective choice for anaerobic and
aerobic training and improvement.
There were some promising findings
within the non-elite paddlers. One study
found that if you took a group of
untrained individuals and took them
through a few weeks of a progressive
paddling programme, and nothing else,
they finished up with some significant
measurable fitness gains. I like to think
of that as real world data.
Does it improve balance? That's an
interesting one because balance is a
difficult quality to pin down. A
historical, and sadly still accepted, test
of balance is how long you can stand on
one leg with your eyes shut.
Unfortunately all it really tests is your
ability to stand on one leg with your
eyes shut, which is a pretty niche skill if
you ask me. Balance is a constantly
modulating and fluent state of physical
equilibrium, and it expresses itself in
different ways when cross referenced
with different tasks. So it is essentially
task-specific. You may be mustard on a
uni-cycle, but it doesn't mean you'll be
so hot on a paddleboard. Measurable
balance improvements can be hard to
quantify, but I think that is missing the
point. It's not about improving your
generic balance foundation, it is more
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quite tricky balance challenge,
particularly if you are coming from a
relatively non-athletic background.
Gaining your board legs gives a sense of
achievement, the attainment of a skill
and a realisation that all is not lost when
it comes to your ‘movement
milestones’. If you want me to go all
physio on you though I would argue
that SUP may have a very strong and
accelerated role to play in improving
postural righting reactions, and the
speed of the ‘emergency stability
response’ at the ankle, knee and hip.
And if you are prepared to give me a
moderate research grant and fund
access to a university sports science lab,
I will try and prove it to you.
Brain benefits? The runners high, the
post exercise buzz, the suppression of
stressor hormones, the release of
endorphins. You will be aware of the
association between exercise and
mental well-being. SUP research has
shown that it can contribute to this,
much the same as any other exercise. It
probably boils down to choices. Some
folks absolutely love an hour on a
treadmill, or two hours on a rowing
machine, or three on a cycle trainer, or
Ed Sheeran. As I say, it's choices, and I
know how I personally like my exercise
packaged.
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l

The whole package. This one is a bit
more difficult to quantify and
statistically analyse, and may be
personally subjective. A gym session
can end up having few variables. You
drive there, you do your pre-planned
session, you work hard, you may
achieve some goals, you drive home.
That is perfectly fine… don't stop doing
it. A SUP session is more of a mission.
You gotta choose your water, load the
boards, get there, unload, may be pump
up, fight your wetsuit, carry, take on the
weather, read the tide or flow, paddle on,
it can be social or single, load back up
again, unload back home. These are
bolt-on benefits, and every mission will
be different. It takes commitment, and
importantly it takes time. I tell folks
that SUP is not a short cut to fitness, but
more of a long cut, and that these are
the best cuts. I am also very aware that
SUP isn't difficult, and that it is a sport
that you can become proficient at quite
quickly, and go on to set your own
mission standards according to that
level of proficiency.

To wrap this up, here is the reasoning
behind the rant. We absolutely know that
exercise is one of the best forms of
preventative medicine. Engaging folks with
their physicality is one of the most
responsible and valuable things that you
can do… whoever you are. At the sharp end
of the sport of SUP, we have coaches and
club organisers who can use this research
and information to justify their enthusiasm
and skills at getting folks out onto the water.
They are providing and promoting an
evidence based exercise activity that
can make a difference. SUP
manufacturers can use this information
within promotion, but hopefully
contribute to the database further with
research funding. National governing
bodies, public health governing bodies,
the NHS, Sport England and the Dept of
Education, can start to appreciate the
role this fast growing water sport can
play in promoting a healthy lifestyle
choice. And if you are sitting there
thinking about buying a board, take this
article as a ‘doctors note’ to go ahead
and get it done.

Robson, Zegul and Tahe Marine products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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COMPACT
TRAVELS
a desert island
adventure
Words and pics: Mark Rose
Where in the world do you need the least amount
of stuff? Where in the world can you truly get away
from it all? Where in the world do you only access by
sea plane? Where in the world is perfect for SUPing?
Time to contact D.I.R.T. Red Paddle Co owns Desert Island Research Team (men in
white coats wearing flip flops). The solution: The Maldives, Kuredu Island with a Red
Paddle Co Compact Inflatable SUP. How much do you really need and what does it entail?

D.I.R.T. recommends the Essential Kit list
All hand luggage: passport/airline ticket/cash. Board shorts, t-shirt, hat, sunglasses,
snorkelling kit. Bamboo toothbrush, toothpaste. Sun tan lotion, no-see-um and mosquito
spray. No razor (beard option selected). Waterproof camera (luxury item for this article).
High potential for excess baggage: Wife. (major luxury item). Red Paddle Compact, fins, leash, fivepiece paddle, titan pump. Total weight. 12.7 kgs all fitting into the ultimate compact travel bag. No
shoes are required for island life, (see the sign) the bars and restaurants all have sandy floors. If Jono
Dunnett can windsurf 20,000 kilometres around Europe in just a pair of Crocs surely, I can survive without
flip flops to save weight?
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Waterdrome terminal
When flying to the Maldives you actually land at Velana International Airport,
which has three terminals international, domestic and waterdrome. Your holiday
really starts at the waterdrome terminal as you board one of the many 15-seater,
twin otter sea planes. Question, would you trust a baggage handler to fly your
next plane?
With Trans Maldivian Airways that sort of happens, it’s the pilots who actually load
your bags onto the plane. They are known as barefoot pilots as when they fly, the
flip flops come off so they operate the pedals barefoot. Due to the sea planes being
noisy, ear plugs are useful and wear something cool as they are quite small inside.
If you board first and sit in the front row you get a fan and the best view of the
action in the cockpit… there is no door!
Taking off on one of the four sheltered runways (the sea) is a flight you won’t
forget. If you are lucky as we were, the 40-minute flight to Kuredu takes you over
some of the 1,192 stunning islands flying at low level. The average height of the
Maldives is a mere four feet above sea level, they actually have the lowest high
point of any country in the world so as global warming continues it will be the first
country to suffer catastrophically.
I appreciate it might not be very eco-friendly to travel by air such a long distance
but if we don’t support tourism, then over a fifth of the Maldivians will be out of
work. After 150km of island hopping we touched down on the crystal clear waters
off Kuredu Island.

Watersport centre
Due to the large size of the island with its plentiful activities, bars and restaurants,
the 800 guests soon gets diluted so you can always find your own quiet space for
relaxing. Facilities include a well equipped watersport centre, offering all the usual
watersports including SUPs for hire and a large dive centre offering various diving
and snorkelling on the house reef or on nearby islands. Other activities include:
gym, tennis, paddle ball, spa, beach bikes for rent, golf or just walk around the
island which takes about 45 minutes.

Barefoot Pilots loading bag

Kuredu has been a resort since 1988 and everything happens seamlessly, from the
sea plane transfers, dining and accommodation it all appears effortless. A great
free trip is a behind the scenes tour of what it takes to look after you and their
valued 800 staff on this island paradise. Kuredu is trying very hard to have the
highest eco-credentials, e.g. the island needs 400 tonnes of water per day, which
they do not import! Instead, they make it from sea water, they even have their
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Fruit bat

If you are lucky as we were, the
40-minute flight to Kuredu
takes you over some of the
1,192 stunning islands, flying
at low level.
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Chris SUPing by water villas
the equator. To have a very relaxing snorkel
on the house reef we used our SUP as a
floating platform, my wife would SUP out to
the reef, don mask and snorkel and then we
would tow the board with the leash taking
rests as and when required. Island life for
us was a real treat, relax as hard as you like.

own glass water bottling plant for drinking
water. They have also invested in solar
panels and can generate 900 kw/day.
Eco bags are a new introduction so you can
do your own Maldivian beach clean, not
that there was much to pick up, we
managed just one plastic bottle and two
plastic bags, but we were rewarded for our
efforts by a nice bottle of sparkling wine. I
think everyone by now has visited a Sea
Life centre, however, with the Maldives, you
are in one, so a snorkelling kit is essential.
One frequent visitor which at first can be a
little alarming are black tip reef sharks,
from baby ones right on the waters edge,
up to daddy sized nurse sharks like George
who cruises around the jetty at night with
his friends. Whilst snorkelling you will see
rays of all shapes and sizes, if you are very
lucky you might even see the giant manta
rays queuing up on the house reef to have
their skin and gills cleaned by the cleaner
wrasses, like a car wash for fish!

Parrot fish
The list is endless in your new sea life centre,
sea turtles, whale sharks, spinner dolphins,
various species of whales, even killer whales
have been spotted. If you don’t want to get
wet, you can enjoy a sunset cruise and
maybe like us with a wonderful free dolphin
show. Now to the issue of those pristine white
beaches, have you ever wondered where all

Sunrise
My favourite time of day was the daily
sunrise paddle, not a soul anywhere, the early
morning sun bathing everything in a warm
orange glow, the only sounds to be heard was
the occasional faint splash of my paddle
entering the flat crystal clear water. The
majestic fruit bats gliding between the trees
or the drone of a sea plane in the distance,
simply magic, never to be forgotten.

that powder white sand comes from? Parrot
fish spend 90% of their day eating algae and
dead coral and then poop out what they
cannot digest.

It is predicted that 1.6 million people will
visit the Maldives in 2019, that’s a lot of sun
tan bottles for the islands to recycle, we
decided not to leave our empty ones or any
other products on the island. They were all
packed in the case for our return home. It
was heartwarming to find most other people
we spoke to were doing the same thing.

An adult parrot fish can produce nearly a
ton of undigested coral grains per year,
which get washed up and form those nice
white beaches we all love, no parrot fish…
no beaches!
Our week on the island went all too quickly
but we had managed to SUP and snorkel
each day throughout our stay and
numerous walks to the ever-changing sand
bar at the end of the island.

Remember, if you want to keep the
Maldives as you found them leave only
your footprints in the sand and only take
away memories, photographs and of course
pack your own plastic waste.

Perfect weather
The weather had been perfect for us just
one deluge to remind us we were right on
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LET'S TALK ABOUT
SUSTAINABILITY
WE CAN'T FIX EVERYTHING, BUT WE
CAN:
- Make gear that lasts for years
The longer it lasts, the less the waste
- Plant trees and rewild the Scottish
Highlands
to offset some of the carbon (and guilt)
- Work with instructors and charities to
connect more people with the water
environment
The more people who care, the more who
will value it, and want to protect it

To find out why, and how McConks are
different, visit
www.mcconks.com

When an
inflatable
paddleboard
dies, it
cannot be
recycled

Eco-tripping on the River

SHANNON
Words & pics: William Bossman
Eco-tripping: accessible environmental adventure
Between 8-21st of July 2019, the eco-tripping team: Liam Harrison,
Oli Back and Will Bossman took on an environmental adventure.
Our goal was to combine paddling the longest river in the British
Isles, Ireland’s Shannon River, with a continual plastic cleanup and
water quality data mission.
There is a vast array of travel/adventure blogs out there recounting awe-inspiring landscapes
and spectacular thrills but so often come with a sizeable price tag and a massive carbon
footprint. For us, the essence of eco-tripping is a simple notion: that direct action to help out
the environment and adventure can go hand-in-hand – with a decent amount of planning, a
gung-ho attitude and support of willing sponsors and environmental partners anyone can
set off eco-tripping.
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The Shannon: SUP country?

The biggest offender was
plastic wrapping from
silage and discarded
drinks bottles

From the jump-off in Lough Allen until our
jump-out in Limerick the Shannon didn't
disappoint. The river offered us top class
paddling stretches on its course through the
verdant green of rural Ireland. Ideal SUP
conditions are a calm coastal stretch and a
light breeze but Ireland seemed to assail us
with three weathers a day and a prevailing
headwind as we made our way southward.
Swaps between standing, kneeling and
sitting to paddle became habitual to keep
up with daily distance targets in the everchanging conditions.

As our course took us parallel with the
cantankerous wind which, up until then,
we’d been protected from bore down on us.
Liam’s board was flipped. Followed by
Will’s . Scrabbling in the water we righted
only to be flipped again whereupon Shazza
the sensor was lost in the relentless waves.
RIP Shazza.

Plastic patrols and water
quality monitoring

Without a support boat our attempt to best
Lough Derg had gone from precarious to
dangerous in a matter of minutes. We
didn’t want to put ourselves in danger or in
need of emergency assistance on a matter
of ego so we returned, sodden, to our
basecamp. There the yachties we met said
the wind had built from the night before and
risen to a Force 3 when we set off and we
surprised we had made as far as we did in
the conditions. Us amateurs just hadn’t
realised! With a few locals to guide our way
we were off in a taxi to find a way round the
final stretch of turbulent Lough Derg.

Plastic pick-ups were constant. Most were
spontaneous involving collection of a half
dozen pieces caught in reeds or low hanging
vegetation. The SUPs had great storage
capacity on the front and back so we had
space to strap down our gear plus the
Shannon’s unwanted junk before it we
deposited for collection. We found a range of
items from fishing wire to an Irish flag but far
and away the biggest offender was plastic
wrapping from silage and discarded drinks
bottles – both one use items that could have
been disposed of effectively.
After 75k, we had our first big plastic haul of
the trip just up from Lough Ree and a
couple more in the following days, where we
got down and dirty with some manky
plastic pollution for several hours. The
town’s hooded teenagers, whom had been
watching us from beneath the town’s road
bridge, thanked us for the clean-up and
waved us on our way.

An enchanted final leg to
Limerick
With the final lough behind us we hit the
Castleford stretch, which presented us with
some lovely shallow rapids. We stopped to
get permission from the Fisheries Board
(www.esb.ie/acting-responsibly/fisheries2/the-river-shannon) to make sure it was OK
for us to bozz it. We got the official OK – so it
was fins off and all eyes on.

Oli Back’s individual project, on top of the
plastic clean-up, was to collect water quality
data. Assembled with the help of the JBT Lab
at King’s College London, which he dubbed
Shazza (logging temperature, total dissolved
solids and GPS coordinates). In true
Frankenstein style, our team scientist had to
deal with his creation, which seemed to need
more attention then a newborn baby. That
was until we reached Lough Derg...

The river continually forked or broke into
multiple paths. The Shannon's depth in this
stretch did vary wildly and all of us got
caught or waylaid at points as we went.
There were a few territorial swans cruising,
which we were careful to avoid but
definitely added to the fun.
After more rapids, bumps and bruises, we
reached the incoming Atlantic tide as
greenery and fresh water gave way to
suburbs brackish brown estuary and we
caught sight of turrets of Limerick Castle. We
hauled our craft onto the marina, startling a
few passers by as we piled bottles, boots and
a wayward traffic cone we’d obtained, into a
neat pile for recycling.

Stormy mistake on Lough Derg
Lough Derg, the third biggest lough in
Ireland at 40km is length, presented the
largest physical challenge of our journey.
After inlet hopping and paddling against an
aggressive headwind on the first afternoon
and finishing the day knackered, we set off
the next morning for Mountshannon then
Killaloe. The chop of the waves increasing,
we moored ourselves behind a small island
out of the wind and prepared for the final
4km stretch across the lough.
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gallery/) who gave us storage and advice, to
Phelim, a local bus driver who halted his
day and took us to the shores of Lough
Allen, the welcome from Jim at Carrick
Camping (www.facebook.com/
carrickboatbike/) and a family who shared
their fire and marshmallows, as they could
see we were totally bushed from taking in
Lough Derg. Wherever the eco-tripping team
went in Ireland, we were bolstered by the
warmth of so many people who we met
along the way. The island of Ireland really
does make travellers feel welcome.

Reflections and exciting plans
After pulling many kilos of manky plastic
pollution from the river, none of us has the
same relationship with plastic rubbish.
Every bit we chuck in the bin triggers
memories of picking it up from the
Shannon. Ultimately, as enthusiastic
adventurers we have been left undoubtedly
conscientious but moreover hungry for
more. Plotting our 2020 eco-trip is well
underway. The eco-tripping team would be
well up to discuss this trip our future plans
or anything cool and environmental then
please:

Céad míle fáilte
Pronounced, “Kay-od mee-leh foyle-cha,”
this phase is common knowledge in Ireland
but has dual meaning of “a hundred
thousand welcomes” and “you are welcome,
thousand times, wherever you come from,
whosoever you be.”
From a local water sports company in
Enniskillen (www.erneboathireltd.com/
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Hit up the eco-tripping website for more
info: www.ecotripping.co.uk

Our thanks
This eco-trip would not have been possible
without the incredible support of:
• Andy at McConks
• Jerome at Itwit
• Our environmental partners Mark
Horton, Jayne Mann and Emily Cooper
at The Rivers Trust & John Bryden at
Thames 21; and
• Palm Equipment

Follow our Instagram to check out our
next adventure:
www.instagram.com/eco_tripping/
Check out our InstaHighlight to see
some behind-the-scenes video of the
trip: www.bit.ly/EcotrippingTheShannon

Oli’s obituary to Shazza the Sensor
Shazza the Sensor was a water quality monitoring device made in London, UK,
on 8th July and was lost to Lough Derg, Ireland, on 17th July 2019.
Creation: Arduino electronics are a simple way of making sensors but Shazza was a
tricky number. Full of ‘Exit Statuses’ and the number ‘2165’. To be honest you did
my head in, really, really annoying at times – under the skin frustrating, just awful.
But got through it and with the help of Bruce from KCL, you were created.
Operating life: what a time we had splashing in the waves of the Shannon. I
strapped you to a kayak and you recorded dubious looking data, but it’s fine we can
look at re-calibrating back in the lab.
Disappearance: except we can't recalibrate cause now you're gone... lost to a storm
on Lough Derg where one of the paddleboards flipped you into oblivion.
Wherever you are now Shazza, I hope you're having a damn good time!
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Circumnavigating the

LakebyDistrict
bike and SUP
Words and pics: Rachel Towe
A novice SUPer, Rachel Towe, creates a unique voyage combining a bike trailer and the
board to circumnavigate the Lake District paddling the length of 11 iconic lakes. A tale
that is not particularly ground breaking in terms of a physical challenge, nor one that
breaks records and reaches the outdoor challenge headlines but one that might
inspire others to create their own unique adventure out of limiting circumstances.
Floating on top of the water is truly magical and that was my initial feeling when I tried to SUP for the first time.
Having spent a lot of time in the Lake District running and walking, it felt enlightening to now see a whole new
perspective on a landscape that I thought I knew so well.
But soon I wanted more… what if this vessel of rubber, that you inflate and deflate so easily, to enjoy floating on
top of the water… what if… it could become the catalyst to take me on a journey, an adventure, a voyage but not
just a voyage on the water?
I wasn’t in to SUPing until a year ago; in fact, I hadn’t even stepped on a SUP or engaged in water sports – I don’t
like swimming so why would I? However, when I was offered a paddle on a SUP, I was immediately captivated. I
enjoyed about four ‘pootle’ paddle board trips on the lake and then my friend and I concocted a plan to paddle the
length of Lake Windermere (10.5 miles). As novices, we had very little idea about whether we would be able to
achieve that or not, and so with very little experience or training, we gave it a go. It was surprisingly easy and very
enjoyable, and that was when a seed was sown.
BP (before paddling), I had dabbled in fell walking and running, cycle touring, dancing, yoga. None of these had
been at a serious level, however. Being surrounded by a group of friends who were a collection of champions in
local, national and even international competitive fell running scenes, any of my own accomplishments felt quite
tame and insignificant.
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As with any
adventure, I
learnt quite a bit
about myself –
character
revealing rather
than character
building

2019

Friends thought the idea was a bit of an
unconventional faff and, to be fair, it
probably was, but I loved the unique idea of
being self-sufficient, carrying all my stuff
and journeying between the lakes, on board
my bike, with the SUP in a trailer.

In the New Year of 2019, I badly ruptured
my ankle ligament in a running race. I was
on crutches for a month and feeling sorry
for myself. Then flu took me to bed for
nearly two weeks. A rotten start to the new
year but I was determined that it wasn’t
going to continue to be a bad year.

Four stages
So, in practice, this is what my journey
looked like. My visit to each lake was
composed of four stages:
1. Cycling with the SUP in a bike trailer
(used to transport kids around usually)
with my paddle sticking out the back.
Arriving at one end of the lake. The SUP
(and equipment/clothing needed to
SUP) was then left in this location. This
was often the south end of the lake due
to the wind direction.
2. Cycle to the other end of the lake
(north) where I would leave my bike.
3. Run back to the south end of the lake
where my SUP was waiting. I would then
inflate my SUP with my pump.
4. Finally SUP the length of the lake from
south to north. I would then deflate my
SUP, roll it up and put it back in the
trailer and cycle off to the next lake.

It was then, in my sick bed, that the real
plotting began. Clearly the mountain
running challenge I was preparing myself
for that summer was now no longer an
option, as the ankle recovery was going to
take at least six months. So I needed a
different focus that didn’t rely on running. I
needed to think outside the box and try
something new. But I already had! That
kookie idea I had the summer before whilst
SUPPING the length of Lake Windermere
came back to me, took hold and the
journey began.
So what about… SUPing the length of 12
iconic lakes of the Lake District in a
continuous journey, and travelling between
the lakes on a bike with the SUP in a trailer?
And that’s what I did – a six-day journey,
with my SUP, my bike and trailer.
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The whole challenge took me six days, and
these days varied depending on the
distance, by bike, between each lake, and
the length of the lake I was traversing; after
all, the longest lake (Windermere) is 10.5
miles long, whilst the shortest (Rydal) is less
than one mile! Most days consisted of 1012 hours of continuous movement (a heady
mixture of cycling, running and SUPPING)
with snacks and food taken on the go.

Self-sufficient
I stayed in a combination of YHAs and tents
accompanied by friends and family, but
other than that I was proudly self-sufficient.
I paddled 11 lakes in the end rather than 12
because my planned visit to Ennerdale was
not an option due to bad weather and
difficult access. There were some hairy
moments on Buttermere with gale force
winds pushing me to double my normal
speed, and that was without actually using
my paddle to propel forwards. In fact I was
desperately using it to slow myself down!
I collected many other moments and
stories on my journey, most of which
wouldn’t interest anyone except me.
However, as with any adventure, I learnt
quite a bit about myself – character
revealing rather than character building.

Try something new
I wanted to share my story not because I
think it is a particularly incredible feat, or
even a story of great courage, but to convey
how easy it is for a novice like myself to
enjoy challenging themselves in this way. I
was encouraged to try something new (due
to the ankle injury) and I am really grateful
to have had this opportunity to create my
own adventure.
Along the way, I have been reminded about
how great it is to have to think outside the
box. The enjoyment and liberation you get
from planning your own challenge is
immense: no one to live up to and the
knowledge that no one has done this before.
SUPPING has been a magical addition to my
life. It has given me a new perspective on
the world, has slowed me down, mellowed
me out and become a new friend on this
unique voyage. I hope my story inspires
other new SUPPERS to do the same.
Last little thought: I have come to the
conclusion that kneeling on the board in
gale force winds is not cowardly – it’s
downright survival. Can you still say I have
SUPPED the 11 lakes? Absolutely damn
right I have!
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The SUP paradise of

Tahiti
A pearler of an
anniversary
Words and pics: Jill Hall
It was our pearl wedding anniversary – 30
years! We needed to mark the occasion with
something really special. So where to go
other than a heart-shaped island in the
pearl capital of the world…
We flew from Aotearoa/New Zealand to Pape’ete on Tahiti
Nui (the capital) in October 2019, a five-hour flight.
November to May is the rainy/typhoon season, so we were
just getting in before the weather turns. After an overnight
there, it’s then a 45-minute ferry ride west to the beautiful,
paradise island of Mo’orea. I had every intention of
standing on deck to look at the views, but the wind was so
strong you could hardly stand up! I had to take refuge
inside, and it was quite a rock n’ roll of a ride. We were
picked up at the tiny port and whisked away to the Manava
Beach Resort & Spa on the north side of the island.
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The white sand
gives way to
beautifully
colourful coral
reefs, which are
like high-rise
cities for the
abundance of
fish and sea
creatures that
live and feed
there

Garden pool bungalow

Every morning we got up early and went
paddle boarding. It was so worth it – we got
the best of the day and the sea was calm,
flat and crystal clear. Later, whilst the water
would remain flat in the reef, it would ripple,
and it would be harder to see what was
underneath. Once you are over the trench, it
is only 2-3 feet deep, and the water is a
clear as premium gin.

The Manava Beach was just perfect for us.
We had booked a ‘garden pool bungalow’
which was exactly that – a bungalow with a
private garden and plunge pool. We were
about three bungalows back from a white
sand beach. We had thought about staying
in one of the over water bungalows,
however, apart from being more expensive,
they’re probably not as quiet and private, so
we were very happy with what we got.

The white sand gives way to beautifully
colourful coral reefs, which are like high-rise
cities for the abundance of fish and sea
creatures that live and feed there. The fish
were incredibly coloured, in all different
shapes and sizes and they didn’t seem
bothered at all by us gently paddling above
them. There were also huge shells which
had left trails in the sand so you knew they
had someone onboard.

There was an infinity pool, bar, restaurant
and spa at the hotel. Most of the guests
were French tourists, with Tahiti being part
of French Polynesia, but there was a nice
cosmopolitan mix of people from all around
the world too. It was nice and quiet with
most people there just to relax.
Now my partner and I don’t really do ‘doing
nothing’ holidays. We’ve never been ‘fly and
floppers’. However, we really did need some
R&R after another hectic year. But after a
day lying on a sun lounger, we were ready
for some action. Fortunately, the hotel had
a supply of kayaks and paddle boards.

One morning, I thought I was looking at a
rock… and then it moved. It was the most
majestic and graceful manta ray, just slowly
rippling its wings and trailing its long tail
behind. It looked very other worldly. I
bobbed alongside it for a while before it
glided off too fast for me. The next day, we
saw a small shark just mooching about,
minding its own business. It didn’t seem
very interested in us and sped off into the
distance. The lagoon is predominantly fresh
water, but I was still surprised to see
goldfish in there! I don’t know why!

The early mornings, pre-breakfast, were the
calmest and quietest and so we were always
the first customers for the paddle board
team. We were advised to paddle out
through the over water bungalows, then 200
metres across the very deep trench to get to
the reef, but to keep away from the edge of
the reef where there were big breakers.
Mo’orea is completed surrounded by a reef
which will eventually get bigger as the
island itself sinks down into its own volcanic
shaft. It is sinking at about a rate of 1cm per
year, but the mountains around the volcanic
crater are high, so there’s still plenty of time
to visit!

Deep trench
The deep trench just off the over water
bungalows is created by a river coming off
the land which carves through the coral and
creates this abyss. It is useful for getting
boats in an out and other motorised craft
such as pesky jet skis;) as it keeps them
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This is just some of the sea life you can see
around Mo’orea. There are organised boat
trips to go out and see rays, sharks and
turtles, but what better way to do it than by
paddle board, very early in the morning
when no-one else is out there and you have
the reefs to yourself. Paddle boarding and
seeing the marine life that we did, when we
did, was for us the highlight of this
wonderful holiday.

away from the reefs. It is a little unnerving
paddle boarding across the trench though,
because it shelves very deeply and
suddenly. Because the water is so clear and
still you can see the shelf going down and
down until the light cannot penetrate the
darkness anymore.

Basking
One morning, there was something basking
at the top nearby. A part of it came out of
the water that looked either like a large
orange tentacle or something with
barnacles on it. I don’t know about giant
squid or octopus, but whales do swim up
these trenches and, apparently, it is quite
common to see them at this time of year,
particularly humpbacks. We’ve no idea what
it was but it was thrilling and a little
unnerving to see.
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We still got our R&R and enjoyed seeing the
interior of this stunningly beautiful place
too. We hope it wasn’t a once-in-a-lifetime
trip as we would love to go back one day. It
was the stuff of dreams.
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The lady and the

DREAM
Words: Sarah Thornely (Supjunkie) for Piotr Kadziela
Pics: Piotr Kadziela
Piotr Kadziela has lived and worked in the UK for 28 years now and
would definitely consider it his home. He’s paddled all types of craft
for many years all around the world but discovered SUP at a club in
London and since then has totally embraced the sport and has a
passion for all things SUP!
A few years previously on one of his many travels, Piotr had spotted the sport in Koh Phangan,
Thailand, where he watch someone paddling and SUP surfing on the beach in Haad Rin. He was
intrigued by this man’s ability to almost be playing on the water just using the paddle
and could sense the happiness and freedom coming from him. The seed to try SUP
was sown and he made enquiries to have a go
in London.
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Affinity with water
Piotr has always had an affinity with water
and sports. As a child living in Poland, he
would spend endless hours on rivers and
lakes, paddling all sorts of crafts, even using
a lorry tyre inner tube to build an inflatable
boat with his grandad with offcuts of wood
and then all roped together.
With no real thoughts of health and safety
or buoyancy aids, he feels happy to have
escaped these fairly dangerous activities
on the water, but it was fun and exciting.
This led to kayaking, dinghy sailing, boat
rowing, speed and motor boats during his
teenage years and with many hours of
exploring different waterways. Throughout
his travels, Piotr has been kayaking and
paddling on five continents.
The next stage for Piotr was to buy a board
and that’s where Blue Chip came in. Piotr
didn’t want to purchase anything from the
internet and really wanted to speak to
someone in person – he found Brian
Johncey of Blue Chip and went along to the
shop in Cheam to have a chat.
He was hooked on the stories and the history
of the club, their many activities including
Wednesday adventure paddles, the iconic
Battle of the Thames Race,
SUPolo tournaments, and tidal and
whitewater trips. Piotr has since taken over
the Blue Chip SUP School and hopes to
continue and grow the success of the

School, incorporating beginners,
intermediates and advanced paddlers along
with individual SUP and race coaching. His
Partner Aneta of Enjoy Good Life Style, has
also come on board with on land and SUP
Pilates coaching at the school.

After the initial contact was made, Dariusz
was excited and could not have been more
helpful in organising this trip. Many hours
were spent on researching the tides,
weather, wind and restrictions, which are in
place to discourage paddlers venturing out
to the statue. Other dangers include tourist
boats, commercial boats, ferries, jet skis,
water police and yachts.

Like many coaches, Piotr loves getting
people on the water and the best reward is
to see the smiles on the students’ faces
when they stand up. He very much sees the
school as the introduction into the sport
and likes to encourage his students to
improve their skills and try other types
of paddleboarding as well.

There are white buoys with sensors on the
river and anyone crossing them could end
up in jail, so navigation around the statue is
tricky, with river flow and wind potentially
forcing you towards those buoys! It is
certainly not illegal, but you would not
want to attempt it without local knowledge
and a good understanding of the river.

Statue of Liberty
Having previously paddled past the Opera
House in Sydney Harbour, Rotorua Lake in
New Zealand, the Grottos of Portugal and
on the Danube River in Budapest, Piotr has
had a dream to travel to America and
paddle around the Statue of Liberty. This is
not quite as simple as it sounds as there are
many laws surrounding the area and it’s
also in a very busy body of water.

On the day, the trip almost didn’t happen.
Dariusz had injured his hand whilst trying
to save his drone from going into the river –
he saved it by catching mid-fall but ended
up with cuts on his hand. He was not so
keen on paddling but as he had promised,
he stuck to his word.
The launch point was a small marina in
New Jersey and from there they paddled
onto the Hudson. Conditions that day were
pretty difficult with a strong tide with the
river flow not helping. They made it out to
the middle of the Hudson and after a brief
chat about the logistics and safety aspects
of the next stage, they decided on a
unanimous yes. Dariusz’s experience,

The internet and social media were
invaluable when Piotr was planning his trip
– there is not much paddleboarding around
NYC but he came across some crazy photos
of an athlete paddling and kite surfing on
the Hudson River with the Statue of Liberty
in the background. The paddler’s name was
Dariusz Garko of GarkoFit and he was from
New York.
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prediction and timings were perfect,
dodging the boat traffic and sensor buoys.
A quick stop for photos and the dream was
fulfilled.
This all happened on Piotr’s birthday – he
and Aneta have an agreement that there
should be no material gifts, rather they go
travelling and fulfil their dreams instead.
Something that would make them both
truly happy.
Aneta’s birthday is around the same time
and they went on to discover Palm Bay in
Florida, where they met up with Seychelle
who showed them around, paddling with
alligators and manatees – the local
paddling there was done at Danny Smith’s
Paddling Paradise Centre.
Does Piotr have any plans for other trips? Of
course he does! Easter Islands, more of
Africa, the North Pole to see the Northern
Lights and a very special trip that is going to
remain secret as he would like to be the first!

Qualifications
Although Piotr has only been paddling for a
short time, his enthusiasm has led him to
achieve the following qualifications:
l
ASI Level 1, ASI Level 2, Water Safety
Rescue Award. (ASI Level 3 in
February/March 2020)
l
British Canoeing Paddlesport Instructor
- Level 1
l
BSUPA - SUP Instructor - Level 1
l
WSA - SUP Coach - Level 1
l
RYA - 1st Aid, Powerboat Level 2,
l
International Life Saving Federation International Lifeguard
l
American Canadian Underwater
Certification (ACUC) Diver
Piotr clearly loves the water and the social
aspect of being on the water and has a real
passion for SUP – in his short time of being
involved in this fast growing watersport, he
is clearly making his mark.
The Blue Chip SUP School was founded in
2008 and is the oldest Academy of Surfing
Instructor Schools in Europe – Piotr really
values that history but is determined to put
his own stamp on it. He will therefore be relocating the School to Kingston in April. We
wish him all the very best with this future
adventures!
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London’s SIC Maui Glide Centre & Store

1st UK’s Test Centre
0207 993 2036

www.SICmaui.uk

Re-discovering

Zante

by SUP

Words: Sophie Mathews
Luggage allowance, it’s one of life’s great burdens when
looking to take a trip to your chosen destinations for
action, adventure, luxury, chill or a combination of
them all. Whether windsurfing, kiteboarding or SUPing,
the fact is, we’ve become a generation of watermen and
women looking to access all areas and do it all.

The stumbling block we’ve always encountered is that being overweight, not in
body but in toys, is frustrating, expensive and detracts from the overall
experience. However, with the evolution of materials and manufacturing
techniques, gear has got lighter, safer and all-accessible, just pick your
destination.
Recently I took a different kind of trip together with Tom Court. Normally we are
off to far flung destinations with jaw dropping amounts of gear, ready to make the
most of what’s on offer. However, the only way this is doable is by flying long haul,
researching sport’s baggage allowances and taking a risk.
This trip was to revisit a childhood haunt of mine on the Greek Island of
Zakynthos. My journey into watersports started on this Island at the Peligoni
Club, as a windsurfer and natural progression introduced me to kiteboarding, SUP,
surfing and now I’ll take any opportunity to get on the water.
Over the 30 years it’s existed, it has never lost its character but has grown
to become one of the island’s best kept secrets of boutique
accommodation, culinary delights and a beach club with
master crafts, windsurfers and other watersports
equipment hosted by a team of boat boys and girls
to boot.
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Agios Nicolas
With the crackling summer heat and allinclusive hubs in the sun, we turned left out
of the airport and headed to the northern
port of Agios Nicolas, where in 15 years,
nothing has changed, and I love that.
This was a family trip, the first in 15 years,
and as we’ve grown to become our own
people, the word ‘holiday’ certainly means
something different to everyone. For Tom
and I, send us to a barreling beak break in
Indo or an uncharted destination, this is
work, our lifestyle; home would be a holiday.
After raising a family of four in the city,
mum and dad want nothing more than to
kickback, stay in the gorgeous house on the
hill, take the boat to a stunning bay for
lunch and snooze. My younger brother and
girlfriend relish the Vitamin D and salt
water, forgetting about the daily and
relentless grind of London. Me? An air of the
unknown led me to wonder what my restless
sports-nut of a husband was going to do.
Then it dawned on me, ‘no wind no worries,’

Allowances
Our usual quiver of toys underwent a
makeover and the wind-powered setup
stepped aside for something new. Hand
luggage of 10kg each became the new
Fanatic Pocket Air Edition, plus a few cables,
laptops and hard drives. Hold allowance of
15kgs each accommodated a foil and in the
other the Sky Surf board, leaving a couple of
kgs each for the necessities.
After all these years had we found the
ultimate formula for a windless, family
orientated week that genuinely met all
baggage criteria, as well as the opportunity
to learn something new, pump foiling, and
share our passions with friends and family?
Apparently so.
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Day’s washed by in a haze of magic, ease
and satisfaction. Watching mother, brother,
whoever, learn, laugh and live a little in a
way that we get to enjoy daily is
unforgettable. To experience a gifted
waterman get to grips with pump foiling
and then inspire others to give it a go, only
shows that there is not limit to the ways we
can enjoy the water.
Amongst the Cicadas, Retsina, Ionian deep
blue and a group of six individuals, the
lightweight Pocket Air Edition has changed
the game of SUP for all. Undeniably the foil
played a huge part in Tom’s happiness, but
the Pocket Air gave us the opportunity to
share our lifestyle and sense of adventure
with a family from all walks of life.
This was an Island that had so much to
offer. However, the age old story for the
active individual looking to combine action,
adventure with ease of travel was always the
problem. When working out where you want
to go and how you’re going to get there
without having to leave the necessities or
toys at home has up to now been the big
question. The new Pocket Air Edition offers a
solution.
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Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
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Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360
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‘PEACE OF MIND’
INSURANCE COVER

Board & SUP

Britain north to south
Palm - celebrating 40 years
#ShePaddles - spread the love!

insurance at the touch of a button

www.craftinsure.com

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH BRITISH CANOEING

or call: 03452 607888

The human factor
By Tom Parker
Testing, testing
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Greece
SUP and monk seals –
observe don’t destroy
Words and pics: Genevieve Leaper
I love Greece. With hundreds of islands and thousands of miles of
coastline to explore and invitingly clear, warm water, it’s the
perfect place for anyone who loves to be on the sea. Over the last
two years, I’ve spent a lot of time sailing and paddleboarding in
the Aegean with my new partner, Aleko. I’ve seen turtles and
dolphins, kingfishers and flying fish. But it was only last
November that I finally got to see the rare and elusive monk seal.
We were paddling round a small, uninhabited island when I spotted a smooth, round head among
the jagged rocks. It was a big animal and reminded me of a bull grey seal. But, unlike the grey
seals at home that play with my kayak, this seal was much warier; it stared at us for a few
moments, dived and disappeared. The Mediterranean monk seal is now very rare and
endangered, with only around 300 in the whole of the Mediterranean, about half of these in
Greece. It was exciting to even catch a glimpse but I was still hoping for a closer view.
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Aleko was ahead of me and I saw him stop
and paddle round something in the water.
It looked like a piece of driftwood but he
was staying there too long and I began to
get a bad feeling. As I got closer my worst
fears were realised – the object lying
motionless in the water was a dead seal.
She was lying belly up, flippers neatly
clasped to her chest. Now I could see that
the monk seal has a smart, even-coloured
coat, pale below and slaty grey on the
back, with none of the spots and blotches
of our familiar common and grey seals.

Someone had
deliberately
killed this
beautiful
creature, and
probably only a
few hours ago

At first sight she seemed to be in perfect
condition, unblemished except for one
bulging bloodshot eye. I wondered if she
could have drowned in a net but her coat
was immaculate with no signs of a
struggle. Then I noticed a dark spot in the
water and realised it was blood dripping
from a wound in the top of her head. At
that point my sorrow turned to anger –
someone had deliberately killed this
beautiful creature, and probably only a
few hours ago. Luckily it was calm and I
was on a very stable board, so I could risk
taking my camera out of the drybag to
photograph the evidence.

A closer look
Two weeks later, I did get a much closer
look at a monk seal, but not in the
circumstances I wished for. We were back
in Aleko’s home village of Milina in the
Pagasetic Gulf. The weather was perfect;
calm, sunny and unusually warm for late
November. We should have been doing
other things but it was too good not to be
out on the water with our new
paddleboards. We set out across the bay,
with lunch and a vague plan to go round
Alatas Island.
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Aleko had gone straight ashore to report
the illegal killing to the Coastguard but
never came back and I found him at his
sister’s still trying to find the right phone
number. The next couple of hours were
frustrating as we waited for the
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Coastguard, who had asked Aleko to take
them out in his boat. I hurried home to
download the photos and email them to
MOm, a charity for monk seal
conservation.
In the end, the coastguard went to recover
the seal in a fishing boat and told us they
didn’t need us anymore. We followed
anyway and I took more photos once they
had hauled the seal ashore. Now it was
obvious that there were actually three
wounds on her head. The body was taken to
the University of Volos for examination,
which confirmed that these were gunshot
wounds and the animal was a young female.
By then it was rather late to go
paddleboarding and neither of us felt like
it anymore.

Far from a one-off
Although I knew deliberate persecution
was one of the causes of the monk seal’s
decline, somehow I imagined that was a
thing of the past, that the problems now
were disturbance and overfishing. Later,
talking to friends, we discovered that this
was far from a one-off incident locally. One
couple alone had found no less than three
dead seals over the years and there are
rumours of fishermen shooting dolphins.

organisations. Perhaps the best hope for
the seals is if people realise that killing
protected wildlife is bad for tourism. So, if
you visit Greece (or anywhere else, and at
home too), please do collect some rubbish,
but also ask about the wildlife, talk about
any problems you encounter, tell everyone
why you love the sea and why it matters.
And, if you see a monk seal, count yourself
very lucky indeed!

Aleko was particularly upset that it
happened so close to home. I was shocked
and sickened by the violence. We were
angry, we wanted to do something – and
despairing because we were powerless to
prevent it happening again. Of course,
there are bigger environmental problems
in the Aegean, most obviously the huge
quantity of plastic pollution, which kills
untold numbers of marine creatures by
ingestion and entanglement every year.
But this, at least, we can do something
about – and we do collect rubbish from the
beaches on every trip.

What can we do to stop
fishermen killing seals?
Clearly the heavy penalties for killing this
protected species are not adequate
deterrent. Sometimes our efforts against
the rising tide of plastic seem
insignificant, but I remembered when we
unloaded half a ton of rubbish on the
quayside last summer – that did get
people’s attention.
And that, I realised, is the one thing we
can all do. We can talk about it. Aleko told
everyone he knew in the village about the
dead seal and contacted the local paper. I
circulated the photos to conservation
75
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SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email: tezwoz1@hotmail.co.uk

b o a r d s

Gear shed

Hover joy –
JP Australia Foil Slate 7’8 IPR 2020

issue getting the 7’8 tracking.
Even if a tad choppy so don’t
be put off by the 111L
volume.

Pics: SUPM, James Jagger
This isn’t the first time we’ve tested a multi-discipline sled, in fact our
foiling journey started proper atop one.

As mentioned above the Foil
Slate best suits a larger
winged foil to make use of
smaller waves. That said it
likes a swell with nice shape
to stomp the take off.

Price:

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

£1349.99

Info:
https://jpaustralia.com/p/sup/comp
osite-boards/foil-slatesup/

If you stand up paddle as well as windsurf
then you may already be familiar with
JP’s Slate concept. One of the original
parallel rail, stubby/no nose affairs it
was well received when early versions
came on the same. The Slate’s tail is
more rounded than previous whilst its
nose isn’t quite as cut off and blunt.
Those parallel rails are still in
attendance but for 2020’s Foil Slate 7’8
x 29” x 111L there’s also a track foil box.

With a few pumps of the
sail/legs lift is achieved with
minimal fuss. The Glide Surf
Large wing doesn’t pop straight
out of the water, instead it rises
gradually allowing riders to
accurately locate their feet on
deck. Once up on foil it’s a
smooth sensation. We were
using the Glide foil with a short
mast so there was a degree of
undulation to keep from
overfoiling. A slightly longer foil
mast will help here.

With windfoil, SUP foil, windSUP, SUP
surfing and now winging watersports
have never been so interlinked. A one
board only solution may therefore be
just what the doctor ordered. Yet what
makes a good foil board doesn’t always
make for an efficient ‘stuck to water’ stick.

Meanwhile JP’s Foil Slate remains
steady as a rock. It’s a very mellow
yet efficient glide. For those
looking to pump between wave then
this is no problem, if you’ve got the
skills/fitness. Use your paddle for a
higher hit rate here, all the time the Foil Slate
staying composed.

We tried JP’s Foil Slate in all guises and
have to say that we were thoroughly
fulfilled by its overall performance. Coupled
with large winged foil, such as Neil Pryde’s Glide
Surf Large that we used here, and the foil wing
itself serves as a stabiliser. At 86kg there’s no

CONCLUSION
JP’s Foil Slate is a joy to pilot.
Some readers may think 111L is
a tad on the lower side of
volumes for their foiling yet
because of those parallel rails
and 7’8 of length the Foil Slate
remains composed at rest. As
well as SUP foiling there’s also
the option to windfoil, which is
super fun, and of course wing
and windsurf/paddle in standard
mode. All in we loved the Foil
Slate 7’8 and highly recommend
you check it out as a one board
multi-discipline sled.
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kg ie t a r

Racer elite –
Hypr Hawaii 14’ x 24.5” race SUP

The irony is that during testing we had
some mini sized swell to play on. While
race SUPs aren’t necessarily surf toys
there’s no denying pointy nose stand up
paddle boards do turn an otherwise
lackluster run of swell into something
fun. It also tells you a lot about a board
predominantly aimed at non-surfing
environments.

Price:
£2595

Info:
www.hyprhawaii.co.uk/stor
e/14-x-24-5%E2%80%9Dx-7-25%E2%80%9DRaceboard-p153466318

Hypr’s 14’er is quality, too drawer
construction. It's light as well for a big
'un. And just as with all other Hypr
SUPs those distinct hull chines are all
present and correct.
Paddling out the 14’ is very planted
and directional. It’s 24.5” width will be
no issue for even intermediate
paddlers on flat water. Stability is
pretty much a given and therefore
comfort levels are high.

CONCLUSION
For our money it’s great to see
something different from Hypr
Hawaii (even though shaping
race SUPs is nothing new to
them). The 14’ is nice to sweep
on the flat and actually would
make a decent touring board.
For anyone with podium
aspirations, however, the Hypr
is certainly a worthy contender.
Add waves to the mix and you
suddenly have a potentially
lethal coastal race weapon
under your feet! Great looks
and unique design traits only
add to it’s desirability.
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If surf racing, or simply using to SUP
in small waves is your thing then
Hypr's race machine will serve you
well. Paddling well in advance of the
wave picking you up the board's
speed will have you dropping in
early. And as much as it's a planted
board on the flat stepping to the tail
sees the Hypr nimble up.
For a 14’ sled it’s surprisingly loose
off the tail. If you have the skills you
can even throw in some turns. We
mentioned surf racing above, which
we'll mention again: if you’re ever in
a comp with proper waves then this
could be a devastating weapon,
partic when picking the runners up
back to the beach.

b o a r d s

With peddle to the mettle the Hypr
ramps up to full speed quick smart. As
you reach terminal velocity the hull

releases (something you can feel) and
becomes super efficient. The only
challenge paddlers will have is keeping
up stroke cadence to take advantage.

s h e d : h a r d

Pics: Nick Kingston
With now plenty of Hypr Hawaii boards having been tested among
the pages if SUPM it was with much anticipation that we unbagged
the brand’s 2020 14’ race SUP. Most of Hypr's sleds tested to date
have erred on the side of wave performance – even the all rounders
to some degree. So to have some new flavour from the distinct
Hawaiian brand was tantalising.

b o a r d s

Hot stepper –
Loco Logger 10’6 x 31”
Pics: Nick Kingston
For a few years SUP brands have been keen on delivering a true
longboard experience to stand up paddlers. It's a tricky prospect
as SUPs by their very nature are long boards, unless you’re talking
sub-8fters. And then there're the styles of longboarding. Do you
subscribe to performance longboarding or the more trad, trim
and nose ride version?

Price:

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

£1,299.00

Info:
https://locosurfing.com/pr
oduct/2020-loco-loggerstand-up-paddle-board-5/

yields best results, the Logger
adjusting its manner with riders
walking the plank. The more trad
shape fin bites and locks in
making for easier toes to the
nose journeys. In contrast the
dolphin shaped skeg offers a
looser ride, albeit still with trim
and glide in mind.

Loco SUP need no introduction as they’ve
been featured many times in SUPM. Always
with a keen eye on all variation of SUP
surfing the brand’s Inca longboard
SUP is now replaced by the 2020
Logger. In its bigger sizes, at least,
there’s more leaning towards the
trad end of the riding spectrum.
Having said that it did come with
two beautifully crafted fins – a
dolphin shaped one and a
thinner, more swept back skeg
based on older nose riding
versions – which allows a degree
of ride tuning.

Moves, such as off the lips and
reos, are possible aboard the
Logger 10’6. There’s no question it
much prefers hang gliding and
plank walks though.
If you happen across a steep sectioned
wave or walled up line of swell the Logger
really ignites, adjusting to speed lines
and able to be swooped and arced as if on
a pillow run snowboard style. That said
junky conditions are still applicable with
riders finding fulfillment aboard the Loco if
conditions aren’t super clean.

On the water Loco's Logger is
stable but reactive. You can feel
how it likes to be on a rail and
trimmed accurately even across
the flat. Sure enough this is the
case once on a wave.
Picking up swells early the Logger
rolls in giving riders ample time to
set their line. Proactive footwork

CONCLUSION
Looking resplendent in Pawlonia
wood finish Loco’s Logger 10’6
feels like a step up and
performance evolution on the
former Inca range. Being more
trim, glide and zoom type sled
will see it finding favour with
traditionalists and riders
wanting to tap back into the
source. Hotdogging is the
Logger's forte even though you
can bang in a few critical turns
also. Having two fin options is a
big doff of the cap and with the
rest of Loco's 2020 line looking
equally polished we can see the
Logger and other designs
appearing on beaches soon.
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kg ie t a r

Flight attendance –
Aqua Inc Hydrofobe 8’2 x 28”
x 108L Ammolite
We’ve spent a lot of quality time aboard Aqua Inc’s Ammolite
constructed Hydrofobe 8’2. As a convertible sled, which you can
SUP surf in fin mode or SUP foil, it’s a head turning piece of kit but
also one that provides high levels of fulfilment.

Price:
1193 euro

Info:
www.aquaincglobal.com/hydro-foilhydrofobe

Initially we wanted to pair with
Aqua’s in house A-foil but as that
wasn’t available we used with our
own. The board’s 8’2 length bucks
the trend of SUP foil boards but
actually allows much fatter, rolling
waves to be picked up far easier
due to enhanced glide from its
elongated nose. There’s a touch
more swing weight than with
compact foil board designs once up
on foil because of this but it’s not
really an issue once riders dial in.

CONCLUSION
Aqua Inc’s Ammolite Hydrofobe
8’2 is a worthy choice for anyone
looking at getting into SUP
foiling. Don’t be put off by the
dimensions, instead attach a big
winged foil and you’ll be fine.
Making even ankle biters fun
again the Hydrofobe has great
glide for getting into swell, and
up on foil, whilst possessing
enough agility to keep
experienced foilers grinning. In
SUP surf mode it’s a true
performance thoroughbred that
can be pushed as hard as you
like. The Aqua Inc’s 8’2 foil sled
is definitely worth a look.
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If you’re now to SUP
foiling then a board like
this is actually pretty
forgiving and it’ll help
with schooling you in
the ways of the foil. Its
Ammolite construction
is super light, but
beware that dings and
knocks will get picked
up if you’re not careful.
In SUP surf mode, with
punchy waves in the mix,
it’s a whippy machine that
loves rail to rail carving. For
anyone into new school
riding then it also
accommodates nicely.

b o a r d s

Having the foil mounted forwards of
the tail ensures early lift. Once flying
that 28” width comes into play again
feeling wide enough to forgive dodgy foot

placement yet narrow enough to
give a reactive and nimble
performance. You’ll be
surprised how much
different ‘in the air’ riding
makes a board feel
relative its overall dims.

s h e d : h a r d

Some may be looking at the dimensions
and thinking ‘not for me’. And whilst in
standard SUP surf mode a 28” wide,
108L board may be a little ‘tippy’
add a big winged foil to the mix
and suddenly you’ll find stability
is increased and it’s not quite as
tricky as you’d imagine.

All round performance –
BIC Wind SUP 11’6 Performer ACE-TEC

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

Pics: SUPM
Proving that names mean absolutely nothing – similar to overall
dimensions – BIC’s ACE-TEC constructed Wind SUP 11’6
Performer paddles nicely in SUP mode but also allows for windy
rigs to be attached.

Price:
£999

Info:
https://world.bicsport.com/
windsurf/boards/11-6wind.html

spin it to win it and head back of down
breeze back to point A. Or keep on
cruising – the choice is yours.

WindSUP isn’t new. Windsurf instructors
have been using them as teaching tools
since paddle boards appeared. Riders
themselves also use windSUPs for
making use of light winds if SUP
forecasts (or full power wind
predictions) don’t materialise. BIC’s
Wind SUP Performer, however, with its
removable daggerboard offers a whole
lot more efficiency in terms of light
wind windSUP than your standard
SUP with rig attachment. This just so
happens to be coupled with additional
paddle wielding versatility making it a
fun all rounder.

It’s also pretty good for a spot of wave
riding. OK, you’re not going to
ripping/shredding turns but then that
wouldn’t be the point. Picking up
small swells with ease it’s a proper
glider with riders able to simply enjoy
the feeling of being propelled along
by ocean power.
Should the wind do one then grab a
paddle and go for a sweep, SUP style.
It gets riders on swells without issue
and does a good job for those wanting
to explore nooks and crannies. The
BIC’s construction is also tough as old
boots.

With an uncluttered deck free of
footstraps the Performer’s ride from
the off is uncomplicated. Even in light
airs (sub-8 knots) a sail less than 5m
will having you powering through
chop/flotsam, the daggerboard down
allowing for swift upwind progress. Cruise
to windward, reach your destination, then

We’re big fans of multi-tool sleds, and
that includes this style of board also. For
pure smiles miles wide stoke you can’t
knock BIC’s Wind SUP 11’6 Performer.

CONCLUSION
Applicable to a wide variety of
scenarios, from wind powered to
paddle powered, BIC’s ACE-TEC
Wind SUP Performer is fun and
guaranteed to get you on the
water whatever the weather. The
removable daggerboard is
welcome when upwind sojourns
are required whilst the board’s
glide capabilities see it being
applicable for downwind runs
and small waves alike. If you’re
looking for a versatile toy that’ll
see much use in mellow
conditions, but also cope when
things ramp up a little, BIC’s
11’6 is worth a nose.
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It’s been a while since we’ve had a play with a true O'Shea SUP all
rounder. The brand's new for 2020 QSx constructed 10’6 (standing for
quad stringer tech) lands just in time for the UK's weather improving.

One of the biggest noticeable
aspects of the 10’6 is during
inflation. First off it’s a quick
process to get that recommended
15PSI in. And secondly it’s not as
much of a sweat inducing
prospect as with some air boards.
Even with the (quality) O’Shea
pump in dual mode the optimum
amount of air needed is an
efficient goal to reach.

Price:
£549

Info:
https://osheasup.com/supproducts/

The 10’6 is a lightweight product,
but not in a fly away (er) way…
Instead it’s simply easy for smaller

CONCLUSION
Whether you love it loathe
inflatable stand up paddle
boards there’s no denying
O'Shea's 10’6 x 33” 2020 QSx
tech version is one those at
the top of the pile. Providing
fun and function it's a do
anything, go anywhere
watersports toy that’ll provide
endless hours of
entertainment for all
members of your family.
Quality built and a decent
price point only add to the
mix.
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boned individuals to carry and cart about
without issue.
On the water and that QSx technology
comes to the fore. With x2 stiffening
stringers on deck and x2 running
along the hull paddlers are poised for
a point and shoot ride with admirable
tracking and glide. Even with choppy
waters in effect, where iSUPs tend to
morph and mould to sea states,
O’Shea’s 10’6 does it’s best to not
buckle and keep your paddling on
track (literally).
Fixtures and fittings such as fin,
included coiled leash and D-rings are
also top drawer, fit for purpose
additions that only add to an already
quality product.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

As with all O’Shea iSUP boards there’s
not a seam out of place and the ever
bold livery is once again on display
making the 10’6 eye candy indeed.

kg ie t a r

Go anywhere –
O’Shea 10’6 x 33” x 290L QSx 2020

should users choose to ride on land in skate
wing mode. All in it’s now a much more
polished and refined product.

In flight –
McConks GoFly 5m SUP Wing V4

So what about performance? Compared to V1
there’s much more low end grunt that’ll see
wingers making use of lighter airs. As we
move forwards and learn about wings it’s
pretty apparent that in light air mode atop
just a SUP, without foil, you’ll need an
increased centre of lateral
resistance, such as a centre
board or centre fin (as
well as standard
fins), to aid
upwind
tracking.
With skill
it’s possible
to use the
board’s rails
but most
SUPers won’t be coming a this
from a windy background. You also
need enough grunt to balance the
rider in question – give he/she something to
lean against. Where V1 was applicable to 18
knots we found with McConks’ GoFly 5m V4
you can drop this a tad to a consistent 15
knots. If foiling is your thing then you might
get away with 12 knots with good technique.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Regular readers of SUPM will be aware we were given McConks’ SUP
wing V1 prototype a while back. Having tested and come to some
conclusions the Cotswolds based brand dived off to tweak. Skipping a
few modification models we’re here again with V4.

Price:
£550

Info:
https://mcconks.com/shop/
sale/mcconks-go-fly-5msup-wing/

First off we have to say the
colourway McConks’
GoFly features is
much more
aesthetically
pleasing. The
white inflatable
struts may get
dirty over time
but out of the box
its blue and white livery really
stands out and catches the eye. But
it’s not just looks…
The first noticeable update on V1 are the
GoFly’s handles. What one were (in
comparison) flimsy types have now been
modified to be wider and super stiff. This
makes transitions all the more efficient and
grabbing hold of multiple hand placements is
now dependable.

One of the big benefits to winging is how light
these engines are. As such if you’re new to
wind sports, or wanting to get your child
involved, then they’re perfect. While McConks
do a kiddy specific wing the 5m is actually
feather weight enough to provide some child
friendly fun.

Adding windows is another big plus, as after
all vision shouldn’t be overrated! The see
through PVC also adds to the GoFly’s
aesthetic. Around the wing you’ll then find a
few more subtle changes, such as the inflation
valve Velcro covering and the reinforced tips to
battle scuffing, and potential holes appearing,

CONCLUSION
As wings evolve the efficiency
of their performance will too.
For anyone looking to wing
SUP you’ll need to consider
your board carefully because
of upwind ability. On a plus
though, McConks’ V4 GoFly
5m wing is user friendly yet
grunty enough to deliver some
breezy fun off foil. Pair it with
one, however, and you have an
efficient machine for SUP foil
flights. It’s also a very
versatile wing the whole
family can use.
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I’m sure you’ve all been there; tired muscles from a session of SUP,
maybe even aches and pains following or even ongoing niggles.
With ‘wellness essentials’ being everywhere these days there’s a
plethora of products available for alleviating these bodily stresses.
Yet if someone suggested ‘bed of nails’ you’d probably run a mile…

Price:
£49

Info:
www.shaktimat.co.uk

The general concept is plastic spikes dig into
the skin and stimulate blood flow to muscular
areas. Natural flow and warming of affected
areas naturally encourages recuperation and
repair. Much like Deep Heat is used or
acutherapists use heat lamps and
acupuncture for the same reason the Shakti
Mat is designed to alleviate pain and
overworked areas of the body.

CONCLUSION
Skeptics may not be
convinced by something
perceived as delivering more
pain than pleasure. Yet our
use of the Shakti Mat has
given much benefit. Utilising
ancient tools, updated for a
modern era, the Shakti Mat is
an essential part of our daily
routine that aids recovery and
stimulates relaxation.
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Post-half an
hour (or
longer if you
can spare time)
you can pick yourself
up to reveal your skin having lots of tiny
indents. This is the result of using the Shakti
Mat and they disappear after a little time. The
skin isn’t pierced and instead you walk around
with a sense of physical relief.
More and more, over the last few months,
we’ve found ourselves using the Shakti Mat. At
first once a day but in time this has increased
– particularly at night just before bed. The
Shakti Mat can help with better sleep patterns
as well as helping tired bodies recuperate. And
with the mat being malleable you can get it to
fit whichever part of your body needs the
most respite. Back, front, arms, legs and even
feet are ripe for a bit of Shakti Mat repair.

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Yet the seemingly horrific bed of nails has
been used for thousands of years in the global
east. And as
acutherapy is
more widely
available
(and
accepted) it
stands to
reason home
friendly versions
would show up. Enter the Shakti Mat: a
derivative of the bed of nails concept but one
that looks far less archaic. Comprised of
circular spikes sewn onto a soft, foldable mat
it’s a product that you can roll up, take
anywhere and use any time.

For best results the Shakti Mat should be used
against naked skin. When you first lie down on
the Shakti Mat it takes a bit of getting used to.
These are plastic spikey things digging into
your flesh! After a few minutes, however, the
body starts the warm and you ease in to the
feeling. A tingle sensation takes over and
further heat is generated. Keeping still you
start to drift mentally (or at least we did) and
pretty soon you
forget you’re
lying on sharp
objects.

kg ie t a r

Ethical acu ease –
Shakti Mat review

Stand up with the…
SUP Panda apparel and accessories

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

There’s one thing about looking on point, both pre and post-SUP, but
SUP Panda offer much than tried and tested tees, hoodies, beanies and
such. Though we have to say, their range of clothing is nifty and delivers
a unique SUP look.

Price:
Various

Info:
www.standuppanda.com

CONCLUSION
Being more than just
aesthetics SUP Panda
accessories are functional and
ready for the task in hand.
Featuring both technical and
casual kit they are worth a
look if you want to fit yourself
out with some decent looking
threads and must have, on the
water tools that’ll stand you
in good stead for your next
SUP adventure.

In particular SUP Panda’s his and her beanies
are functional and eye catching providing much
needed warmth both and on and off the water
depending on conditions you’re in. The Super
Warm Hoody does exactly what it says on the
tin, providing a snug and cuddly experience
whilst a range of bamboo products, such as
toothbrushes and cutlery, is SUP Panda doing
their bit to reduce plastic and help raise
awareness about the global pollution problem.
But as we said at the start of this review it’s
not just about clothing and bamboo products
with SUP Panda. They also offer some
practical, on the water, kit as well.

Up first is the SUP Panda throwline which is a
compact essential any self-respecting paddler
should be taking with them if sweeping
moving water such as rivers. It’s easy to use,
with the bag being weighted therefore making
for a more accurate on target throw should
someone need assistance. Re-packing is also
no hassle.
Another much needed piece of SUP safety
attire are quick release SUP leash waist belts
of which SUP Panda offer a few different
models. And these don’t have to be used in
rivers alone. They’re a practical, and safe, way
to raise your SUP leash from the deck of your
board thereby reducing drag if it has tendency
to dangle in the water. SUP Panda’s SUP leash
waist belts are certainly dependable, robust
and something you shouldn’t be without.
Included in the box of SUP Panda gear was
also a paddle cover which is another piece of
essential kit if you want your blade
scuff/nick/damage free.

Jersey neoprene

Four new varieties of neoprene
accessories from Palm. All made from
oil-free limestone based neoprene.
In shops now.
palmequipmenteurope.com
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